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Currently, MAG Finanças lacks a presence on social networks and blogs,
in addition to not having a website with relevant updates. As a result,
emails serve as the primary means of visual communication with
customers. Strengthening communication at this vital point of contact
would be highly beneficial.

Current scenery



References
Many clients are employees or brokers, 
a significant number of employees exhibit a
strong affection for the brand.
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External
Despite using concise versions for
more formal communications,
some banks resort to more
expansive formats to capture the
customer's attention.
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Proposal
The proposed new aesthetic introduces
more graphic elements and incorporates
angular shapes, which are also present in
the brand's card, symbolizing the brand
identity. The MAG blue color takes a more
prominent role, breaking up large blocks
of text, complemented by other visual cues. 

Additionally, widgets used on the website
and from previous email versions are still
used, creating familiarity.
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